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INTRODUCTION
Like all financial intermediaries, Islamic banks also play a role in terms of indirect financing from the people and businesses having surplus funds to the people and businesses facing shortage of funds. The differentiation of Islamic banks with conventional counterparts is that an Islamic bank uses Sharī'ah (Islamic law) compliant means to fulfil all the financial needs. It avoids all the prohibited aspects directly or indirectly mentioned in the sources of Sharī'ah (i.e., Qur'ān, Sunnah, Consensus of Jurists, and deductive analogy) (Khan, 2007) . Unlike conventional banks which promise the depositors a fixed (usurious) return from the investment guaranteeing no exposure to risk, Islamic bank provides the depositor with some share in the return based on the profit earned on investment pool, along with the business risk. Islamic bank works on the foundation set by maqās . id al-Sharī'ah where it commits for
Methodology and Estimation Model
The study is using the bank based panel data of 53 full-fledged Islamic Banks from 21 countries all across the globe for up to 14 years (2001 -2015) . Based on the availability of Islamic bank's annual reports, the sample is 312 bank-year observations.
The study uses Panel Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) as a first model proposed by (Battese & Coelli, 1992; Kumbhakar & Lovell, 2000) . This approach uses the inputs to construct the grand frontier benchmark of output for the pooled data. Then it evaluates the relative efficiency of each bank for each time period (Mokhtar, Abdullah, & Al-Habshi, 2006) . The advantage of this approach over commonly used efficiency measurement method, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach is that it differentiates between inefficiency and heteroscedasticity and it can be applied to unbalanced panel data (Bhattacharyya, Lovell, & Sahay, 1997) . While in the second model the determinants of deposit return maximization efficiency are estimated.
First we discuss some theoretical underpinnings concerning deposits, financing and investment portfolios of Islamic banks and the deposits returns.
DEPOSITORS AND ISLAMIC BANK
There are two major categories of deposit accounts, the current accounts and the saving accounts. In the case of current account, the contract formed between the Islamic bank and the depositor is based on qard . al-h . asan (interest-free gracious loan) in which depositors only have the assurance of principle amount and are not entitled to any return. In case of saving account, the contract formed is called mud .ā rabah (Trust Financing) in which depositor (rab al-māl) invests with Islamic bank (mud .ā rib (fund manager)). In this setting the exposure to risk makes depositor liable for a profit share, and for the instance of profit, Islamic bank shares profit with the depositor on a pre-agreed ratio, while for the instance of loss, the capital loss is borne by the depositor and time loss is borne by the bank as mud .ā rib. This structure of saving/investment accounts is common across all Islamic banks with few exceptions like UK, whereas per the country regulation the deposit returns must be fixed before time. Islamic banks use the third type of contact named as Tawarruq (reverse of cost plus markup sale (mud .ā rabah)), which creates a disjoint between deposits and investments allowing banks to pay fixed returns (Ahmed, 2011; Hadi & Hani, 2015; Hussain, Shahmoradi, & Turk, 2016) .
Since deposits are the main source of funds for the bank, consistent supply of deposits is necessary for proper functioning of the asset side. Since in most countries, Islamic banks are operating vis-à-vis conventional banks, this substitutability between the deposit account of Islamic and conventional banks creates a challenge for Islamic banks to attract more depositors. Hence Islamic banks need to find ways to boost deposit returns in order to attract depositors as it is an important determinant (Haron, Azmi, & Shafie, 2006; Kasri, & Kassim, 2009; Rachmawati & Syamsulhakim, 2004) . Further, as per the nature of mud .ā rabah as a fiduciary contract, Islamic bank has to use funds responsibly and avoid any undue loss to the depositor (Qur'ān, 8:27) .
Islamic Banks and Investments
Islamic banks, on the asset side, invest the funds generated from deposits in addition to using their own equity. Islamic banks use a wide array of investment options which are designed to fulfil specific requirements of the clients. They have to optimize the use of investment pool in different modes of investments in order to ensure better returns while considering a certain amount of risk. They either finance their clients or invest their funds on the basis of various modes and contracts (Usmani, 2000) . Financing is generally through trade and ijārah based modes (murābah . ah, salam, istis . nā', ijārah and variants of these modes), while investments are made in stocks, s . ukūk and other securities based on the modes of mushārakah, mud .ā rabah, ijārah, etc.
In the case of former, i.e., financing, the return in the form of trade profit or ijārah rentals is fixed. In the latter type of investments, Islamic bank becomes a partner to the business by providing capital or expertise. Mushārakah term comes from Arabic nomenclature which means sharing. In terms of business, mushārakah is analogues to a joint venture where both partners can share ownership, capital, expertise, trade or goodwill (Ayub, 2009; Iqbal & Mirakhor, 2011; Usmani, 2000) . Mushārakah can be used both for financing and investment, for medium and long-term financing and project financing, etc. Here the returns are not predetermined, in principle 1 , and are dependent on the outcome of the business activity, rate of interest, risk premium and profit sharing ratio (Hassan, 2014) . Similarly, mud .ā rabah is a participatory mode variant of mushārakah in which one partner invests money (rab al-māl) and other partner manages the investment (mud .ā rib) (Ayub, 2009; Iqbal & Mirakhor, 2011; Usmani, 2000) . The returns in such type of investment are based on the performance of the partnership which is variable and is not predictable beforehand. Based on their nature, they tend to have high returns but they entail risk too (Hassan, 2014; Rosly & Zaini, 2008) .
These modes of investment are risky but have a potential for higher returns while modes of trade have predetermined but lower returns benchmarked with interbank offer rate.
Trade and lease based modes for financing are deemed permissible by Sharī'ah for day to day transactions and have been adopted by Islamic banks to finance the customers' needs. Banks earn fixed predetermined rent or profit from these transactions. The predictability in returns and low risk make them favorable to Islamic banks (Usmani, 2000) . Aggarwal and Yousef (2000) state that due to low risk and debt like nature of mode of trade, Islamic banks are more leaned towards them. Hence the overall return to the depositors are determined by the composition of finance and investment portfolio managed by the Islamic bank. There are several studies which explored the effect of financing on bank performance like (Arshed, Riaz, & Khan, 2017; Garcia & Guerreiro, 2016) and bank efficiency like (Sadiq, Arshed, & Ahmad, 2017; Sufian & Noor, 2009; Yan, 2005) . But there is a dearth of studies which tried to connect financing portfolio with depositor returns and its efficiency. Table 1 shows country wise average of four types of Islamic banking investment using banks available in sample between 2001 and 2015. It indicates that for most of the countries, mode of financing by way of trade and leasing (murābah . ah and ijārah) have a higher share in total financing and on average mode of trade is 50% while mode of investment (mushārakah and mud .ā rabah) is only 9%, this hints that banks predominantly are skewed towards less risky financing. Figure 1 provides the country wise average value of deposit returns as a percentage of total deposits for all the banks included in the study. It can be seen that there are very few countries which have deposit returns of more than 10%. Economies which developed Islamic banking markets like Malaysia, Pakistan and Indonesia are hovering around 5%; nonetheless, there is an increasing trend of natural log of deposit returns shown in Figure  2 . Further, the trade based financing as a share in total financing is found to be negatively correlated with the deposit returns. Figure 3 depicts a dilemma, where only the modes of finance (in bottom two graphs) are positively correlated with the deposit returns while their share in total financing is surprisingly low as indicated in table 1. This points to a notion that Islamic banks can consider maximization of deposit returns while setting their investment portfolios with higher shares of modes of finance. Though deposit returns are considered as cost to banks and several studies, (Srairi, 2010 , Sufian, Kamarudin, Noor, & Haziaton, 2012 Yudistira, 2004 ) worked on efficiency of cost minimization, yet none of them considered increasing deposit return as a way to distribute resources in the economy as directed in (Qur'ān, 59:7). Empirical work on the objective of Islamic business also depicted that they overweight social benefit creation over private benefit (Amin & Yusof, 2003; Yusof & Amin, 2007) . 
ESTIMATION MODEL
Here Islamic banks have 4 types of investment as inputs at their disposal having different functions and risk/return orientation. Utilization of these inputs will follow the production process to have some expected yield, SFA approach will help in identification how efficient this production process is.
Solving for expectations we have
Since the output is Returns to Deposit (ROD) and inputs are the four proposed investment options represented in terms of Cobb (1928) and Klein (1971) production function specification
Where ROD is Return on Deposits, MUS is mushārakah financing as percent of total financing, MUD is mud .ā rabah financing as percent of total financing, MUR is murābah . ah financing as percent of total financing and IJA is ijārah financing as percent of total financing.
Islamic banks have a variable rate of deposit returns, which are sensitive to number of mud .ā rabah and mushārakah contracts as it partially absorbs the risk (Khan & Mirakhor, 1987; Sundarajan & Errico, 2002) . Abusharbeh (2016) and Rosley and Zaini (2008) stated that for Islamic banks, non-performing financing (receivables in default) and higher credit risk have negative influence on depositors as they reduce deposit returns. Hamza (2016) contended that the increase in investment deposits in Islamic bank depends on the preferences set by the bank. Any non-utilized funds will negatively affect returns of deposits (Bikker & Gerritsen, 2017) . It has been observed that well-structured equity based financing helps in maximizing deposit returns (Abdul-Rahman Latif, Muda, & Abdullah, 2014; Diamond, 1984; Muda & Ismail, 2010) . Lastly, banks have to preserve their assets by investing in ventures which have lower risk of loss to avoid depositors' withdrawals (Ahmed, 2002) , but consistent low returns in long run will force withdrawal (Ahmed, 2003) .
In this output frontier approach, the scalar K represents the degree of efficiency, K = 1 means the production function is 100% efficient.
Taking natural log of the function we have
Now the SFA approach adds a scalar Z which is +1 for cost minimization function and -1 for output/revenue maximization function.
Using linear log function we have
Here we can see that SFA approach splits the distance from the efficient production line into technical inefficiency component and random heteroskedasticity. There are two variants of SFA, first is time varying decay in which the µ it component is allowed to change in time and second is time invariant in which µ it component is time invariant (Battese & Coelli, 1992; Kumbhakar & Lovell, 2000) .
SFA reports the variation in technical inefficiency as δ u and variation in random heteroscedasticity as δ ε . So technical efficiency can be determined as follows. SFA approach in STATA measures TE using E(exp(−µ)|ε).
The average value of TE will identify the efficiency of Islamic banks in converting investment as inputs into a return to deposit as outputs. Using this indicator for a return to deposit efficiency for banks, this study will explore its determinants as second model, using following equation.
Here TE is technical efficiency in deposit return maximization, DCPS is domestic credit to private sector as proxy of banking sector development, IRT is market interest rate, CR is total liabilities and total asset ratio as proxy of credit risk, ROB is profit after taxation and Trend is time trend variable. SBP (2005) report indicated that increase in the banking sector development also increases the intangible benefits of having a bank account. The speculative motive of money demand depicts that increase in the interest rate motivates people to save and channel it into financial system (Mankiw, 2006) leading to growth in deposits. Ergec and Arslan (2013), Ito (2013) and Mushtaq and Siddiqui (2017) showed that increase in the interest rates increases expectation of the people that banks would be earning higher. This forces banks to transfer the higher returns to depositors. While Abduh, Omar, and Duassa (2011) claimed that interest rate and banking profit do not affect deposits of the banks. For the case of credit risk caused by increased deposits, the distributable returns available at the bank will be spread thinly leading to lower returns (The Hindu, 2017; Yadav, 2017).
The equation 2 would identify which of the proposed investments could lead to increase in efficiency of this output function including also some bank based (i.e., ROB and CR) and economy based indicators (i.e., DCPS, and IRT) of the efficiency.
Theoretical Model Assumptions
The model which this study has proposed is based on following assumptions: a) Islamic banks face perfect competition in terms of Islamic finance demand. This ensures that at all times there are many clients to demand mushārakah, mud .ā rabah, murābah . ah and ijārah financing. b) Since it is perfect competition, Islamic bank cannot influence any rate of return, hence all type of financing is equally preferable in terms of market returns.
Variables
Following (Table 2) are the variables with their abbreviations, construction and source, which have been used in model 1 and 2. Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables included in the study, here only for the case of mushārakah and mud .ā rabah financing, all other variables have mean value higher than standard deviation, this shows that mushārakah and mud .ā rabah are over dispersed i.e., its value is not similar across all the banks. While exploring the skewness and kurtosis values they are not near to 0 and 3 respectively, indicating non-normal data. This study has used panel normality test by Alejo, Galvo, Montes-Rojas, and Sosa-Escudero (2015) which has used Jarque and Bera (1987) methodology on cross section (u) and time series (e) portion of data. Here it can be seen that other than murābah . ah financing, ijārah financing and domestic credit to private sector the data is not normal in both accounts, which requires large sample to be estimated (Rosenblatt, 1956 ) and favors against the use of pooled OLS. 
RESULTS
Stochastic frontier model estimates are presented in Table 4 . Significant Wald test indicates that the proposed inputs are significantly affecting the returns to deposit, while the insignificant value of ETA indicates that the efficiency of this input-output function is time invariant. The estimates show that if Islamic bank increases 1% of the trade based investment (ijārah (IJA) and murābah . ah (MUR)), it will lead to decrease in the returns to deposit by 1.65% and 1.04% respectively. The coefficients are bigger than 1 in magnitude indicating that the decrease in return to deposit is higher than increase in investment share, so though banks are moving towards less risky investments, but deposits will experience the decline in their shares. If Islamic bank increases 1% in variable return based investment (mushārakah (MUS) and mud .ā rabah (MUD)), it will lead to increase in returns to deposit by 0.59% and 2.26% respectively, where mud .ā rabah financing shows potential to increase deposit return twice the amount of increase in mud .ā rabah investment, the results are similar to the case of banking profit . Surprisingly this mode of investment is insignificant; it shows that the current share of this mode of finance is so low that any increase in such investment is being offset by the increase in the risk. Table 4 also provides the estimates of the square of technical inefficiency variation which is 6.16 and square of random heteroscedasticity which is 0.76. Using the formula provided for Technical Efficiency (TE), this model proposes that all the included banks jointly are approximately 26% 2 efficient in converting investment input to deposit return output, indicating that there is no sincere consideration of optimizing the investments to maximize the deposit returns. This efficiency value varies significantly across the countries. Figure  4 shows the country wise dispersion of efficiency values. Here Bahrain, Bangladesh, Iran and Kenya are prominent countries where the efficiency rate is 52%, 79%, 58% and 48% respectively, while there are few others which are above sample average, represented by the horizontal line. Surprisingly, big markets of Islamic banks like Indonesia and Pakistan are under the average and Malaysia is just exceeding it. Figure 5 illustrates the comparison of trade based (IJA + MUR) and investment based (MUS + MUD) portfolio with the efficiency of deposit returns. It can be seen here that the circles which are representing the trade based investments are scattered everywhere indicating that generally, they have a small association with the efficiency of deposit returns also confirmed by the horizontal linear fit line. While the triangles represent the investment based returns, though they are scattered near to zero still they are indicating a positive association with deposit returns, and is confirmed using the positive sloped linear fit line. Determinants of efficiency are estimated by using equation 2. This equation is tested for any nonlinear effect of an independent variable using the added variable plot. Figure 6 plots the linear coefficients of added variables on scatterplot. It can be seen that the mud .ā rabah financing (second graph in first column) seems not to represent the linear coefficient line. This necessitates the use of a squared form of mud .ā rabah financing variable in the estimates reported in Table 3 . Linear Plots of Added Variables FIGURE 6. Added variable plot Table 5 reports the results of model 2 related to the determinants of the efficiency of deposit returns. The F-test indicates that the proposed variables are significant in explaining the efficiency of deposit returns.
Results in Table 3 , include the investment options which would help in ranking the investment options in terms of their potential to increase efficiency. This model is estimated using time fixed effect model based on 48 panels. The Hausman test indicates that fixed effect estimates are appropriate. In this model the negative value of intercept depicts that if all included variables become zero, deposit return efficiency will fall by 32.43% on average. Further, the included variables are explaining 38% changes in the dependent variable.
It can be seen that all four investment options have a positive effect on efficiency with mushārakah financing (MUS) having the highest potential. Surprisingly for mud .ā rabah financing (MUD), 3 the U-shape relationship indicates that there is a high potential for mud .ā rabah financing. It indicates that mud .ā rabah financing will have a negative effect initially but if it is increased up and beyond 17% of total financing, it will have a positive impact. Currently, mud .ā rabah financing is on average is 2% in all full-fledged Islamic banks based on the average of full-fledged Islamic banks in sample (shown in Table 1 ).
3 EFF = −2.36 MUD + 6.91 MUD 2 δEEF/δMUD = −2.36 + 13.82 MUD MUD = 0.02 So mean linearized coefficient of Mudaraba financing is -2.08, it means at mean value of Mudaraba financing its effect on efficiency is negative. Minimum Mudaraba financing required for positive effect is δEEF/δMUD = −2.36 + 13.82 MUD = 0 MUD = 0.17%
The remaining independent variables in Table 5 are the possible determinants of efficiency. If the Development of Banking Sector (DCPS) is increased by 1% such that the private sector starts to use 1% more of credit provided by the banking system, then the efficiency of Islamic banks will increase by 0.09% on average. Thus the increase in demand for funds will increase the price of funds which is returns of investment for the banks (SBP, 2005) . Similarly, if the average profitability of investments indicated by Market Interest Rate (MMR) increases by 1% then Islamic banking efficiency of generating deposit returns will increase by 0.03% which is confirmed by loanable fund market theory (Ergec & Arslan, 2013; Ito, 2013; Mankiw, 2006; Mushtaq & Siddique, 2017) . Also, if credit risk (RISK) associated with the bank increases by 1%, then the efficiency will decrease by 0.24%. This shows that if there are too many liabilities (like bills payable and borrowed funds) then bank's cost of doing business will increase which will reduce the deposit returns (Yadav, 2017) . If the profit of the Islamic banks (ROB) increases by 1%, it will increase the efficiency by 0.01% indicating that if banks earn higher with same investment portfolio then it will improve the deposit return production function. Lastly, the trend variable is incorporating the effect of an increase in knowledge, age and experience of Islamic banks, here each year the efficiency is increasing by 0.02% because of development in banking practices and better financial products. Figure 7 shows the share of each independent variable in a total change in the dependent variable caused by the model (which is explained by R 2 ) proposed by Hedges (1981) . Since R 2 is 0.34 so all independent variables jointly explain 34% change in the efficiency of deposit returns. Here we can see that change in interest rate, and credit risk shows high share in explaining efficiency of deposit returns. While comparing the investment options, mud .ā rabah financing has the highest share. Globally Islamic banks are in competition with the conventional banks, thus for attracting depositors, Islamic banks have to offer higher deposit returns. This study builds on the idea that the depositors are the provider of funds to the bank, which is used in various types of investments that yield a profit to the bank and return to the depositor. So in order to boost the deposit returns as a target to attract funds, Islamic banks have to optimize the investments. But there is a weak substitutability between the trade based financing which has low return and low risk, and the investment based funding which has high return and high risk. Because of this tradeoff, this study first investigated the degree of efficiency Islamic banks have achieved in generating return to deposit from investment portfolio. Secondly, it compared which of the financing/investments (out of mushārakah, mud .ā rabah, ijārah, and murābah . ah) has potential to increase the efficiency, if increased. Lastly, this study tested some indicators of efficiency which are based on market conditions. This study has used the SFA approach on all 53 known full-fledged Islamic banks for data between 2001 2015, which traced the production possibility frontier based on the data of inputs which are investment options and output which is deposit returns. Here simple Cobb (1928) production function was used. SFA approach then compared individual observation with the benchmark and distributed the difference into two portions. First was the technical inefficiency and second was random heteroskedasticity. Technical inefficiency is described as a portion which is because of differences between the banks (Greene, 2005a; 2005b) in the study while the random heteroskedasticity is the random variation around the benchmark whose average is zero.
The estimates of SFA indicated that increase in ijārah and murābah . ah financing would lead to decrease in the deposit returns, while the impact of mushārakah and mud .ā rabah financing on deposit return appeared insignificant. On the basis of results it is concluded that Islamic banks are about 30% efficient in converting the investment inputs into deposit return output. The 70% inefficiency might account for the cost of providing banking services, differences in risk mitigating techniques and competition with conventional banks. The low efficiency indicates that as per cash flow treatment, returns to depositors are actually cost to the bank and according to theory of firm, a bank has to minimize this cost. On the other side, as per conventional banking increase in this cost might lead to customer patronization, similarly since Islamic banks treat depositors as partners so it is expected that it might try to optimize the deposit returns for better customer relations. Second possible reason of low efficiency is new predicament of maturity mismatch between deposit amount and investment opportunities, which is because of scarcity of short term money market instruments in Islamic banks (similar issue raised by, Islam & Amir, 2016) .
While analyzing investment options in terms of their potential to increase the efficiency, the results show that all investment options if increased will lead to increase in the efficiency of Islamic banks. While using the eta-square chart and linearized coefficient of mud .ā rabah financing, it is evident that increasing mud .ā rabah financing offers the highest potential to increase efficiency. Indicators like market interest rate, banking sector development and banking profits boost the efficiency while increase in credit risk will lead to deterioration in efficiency.
This study reveals that Islamic banks, if in competition with the conventional banks, should focus on the welfare perspective and try to increase the deposit returns. This can be done by reducing dependency on the trade based investments and focusing on the financing based investments, which are the true essence of Islamic banking. Central banks, product developers and Sharī'ah advisors should restructure the partnership based modes to make them facilitative for Islamic banks. Islamic banking financing returns can be increased by the efforts of the government, central bank and the banking industry in exploring profitable avenues for investment. Islamic banks can work on reducing the cost of providing services with the help of using online banking to reduce liabilities and thus credit risk. Lastly government can target the development of banking sector by acquiring their services in financing national projects. All of these policy implications will eventually increase the efficiency of the returns production process, which will enable small income depositors to tap on to higher returns. While this study has ignored the distribution of the depositors in terms of their deposit size, it proposes to explore distribution of depositors to see if banking investments has improved the distribution to a higher income level.
